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Fork ends trusses: less flexing more security
Trusses Efesto

Efesto completes its trusses series presenting the Superior High Load line with the
particular fork connection system. Heavy load trusses, ideal for important spans
configuration, are completed with fork ends that represent a further details regarding the
structures security. In fact thanks to particular joints "male-female" extremely easy and
quick to assemble, are reduced to minimum the trusses flexion due to developable flow.
Detail more important in terms of safety and performance is represented by the Security
System with increased connection that presents two incorporated elastic pins that
guarantee more stability and unique performance.

 

 

Use the head: work safely - Security Efesto
Efesto Production wants to offer to their customers as a
references point for all matters relating to safety and
prevention in the workplace of sector operators: .

Security System: more strong, more realiabile more safe 
Efesto trusses present the exclusive Security System. The
plate in aluminum casting with increased connection and
the particular steel incorporated elastic pin, represents a
little-big detail.....

Safety Harness Efesto- Security Efesto
Designed to ensure safety, comfort and freedom of
movements  to users during the different phases of
assembly and disassembly of structures, roof and coverage,
...

Titans Trusses
Square and triangular trusses with conical
connection

S30PS - Plate with stabilizing base
Plate with stabilizing base S30, manual
regulation.

Superior Trusses
Square trusses with increased plate
connection. STORY    |     DOWNLOAD
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